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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
This court has jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant to Utah Code Ann § 78-2a-
3(2)(j). This is an appeal from an Order denying Appellant's Motion to Set Aside 
Default Judgment and to Exonerate Bond; Alternatively Motion for Extension of Time to 
Appeal. 
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW & STANDARD OF REVIEW 
1. Whether the statutory notice as required by the plain language of Utah Code 
Annotated § 77-20b-101(l) and (3)requires actual notice within 30 days to the 
"address of the surety" as listed on the bond and power of attorney. Correctness 
Standard - This is a question of law that is reviewed for correctness. Quick Safe-
T Hitch. Inc. v. RSB Svs. L.C.. 2000 UT 84, f 10, 12 P.3.d 577 (Utah 2001); State 
v. Lusk 2001 UT 102 P 11 (Utah 2001). 
2. Whether the Trial Court erred in denying Sun Surety's "Motion For Order to Set 
Aside Default Judgment And to Exonerate Bond" when it was apparent from the 
pleadings and the record that the Trial Court lacked jurisdiction to enter a default 
when the Surety had not been notified of the nonappearance of the Defendant and 
where the court failed to make any findings regarding "mistake" "Inadvertence" 
or "excusable neglect" even though the Appellant's Motion to Set Aside the 
judgment was timely, and 3) that the appellant had a meritorious defense to the 
action and 4) that the Appellee (Prosecutor) failed to provide anything more than a 
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cursory statement to the contrary. Rule 60 Utah Rules of Civil Procedure: Bish's 
Sheet Metal Co. v. Luras, 359 P.2d 21 (Utah 1961); Bowen v. Olsen. 246 P.2d 
602 (Utah 1952). Abuse of Discretion Standard - The review of atrial court's 
denial of a motion to set aside comes under an abuse of discretion standard. Lund 
v. Brown. 2000 UT 75, ffil 9-11,11 P.3d 277; Gillmor v. Wright 850 P.2d 431, 
434 (Utah 2001). "An appeal of a Rule 60(b) order addresses only the propriety 
of the denial or grant of relief,'" and thus '"is narrow in scope.'" Searle v. Searle. 
2001 UT App. 367, 38 P.3d 307 (UT App 2001) (quoting Franklin Covev Client 
Sales, Inc. v. Melvin. 2000 UT App 110, Tf 19, 2 P.3d 451 (UT App. 2001). 
However, the Court of Appeals can reach the merits of the under lying judgment 
from which relief was sought, to determine whether a district court abused its 
discretion. (See Lund, 2000 UT 75 at \ 9 ("A decision premised on flawed legal 
conclusions, for instance, constitutes an abuse of discretion.")). 
CONTROLLING STATUTES 
1. Utah Code Ann. §77-20-1 et seq. sets forth the law regarding Bail and Bail Bond 
Forfeiture procedures. 
2. Utah Code Ann. §§77-20b-101 & 104 
3. Utah Code Ann. §31A-35-102 
4. Utah Code Ann. §31A-35-704 
5. Rule 52, Utah Rules Civil Procedure - Findings by the court (a) Effect. In all 
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actions tried upon the facts without a jury or with an advisory jury, the court shall 
find the facts specially and state separately its conclusions of law thereon, and 
judgment shall be entered pursuant to Rule 58A Requests for findings are not 
necessary for purposes of review. Findings of fact, whether based on oral or 
documentary evidence, shall not be set aside unless clearly erroneous, and due 
regard shall be given to the opportunity of the trial court to judge the credibility of 
the witnesses.... The trial court need not enter findings of fact and conclusions of 
law in rulings on motions, except as provided in Rule 41(b). The court shall, 
however, issue a brief written statement of the ground for its decision on all 
motions granted under Rules 12(b), 50(a) and (b), 56, and 59 when the motion is 
based on more than one ground... etc. 
U.S.C.A Const. Amends 5,14 - Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution made 
applicable to the State of Utah under the 14th Amendment 
STATEMENT OF CASE 
Nature of the Case - This is an appeal from an Order denying Appellant's 
Motion to Set Aside Default Judgment and to Exonerate Bond; Alternatively 
Motion for Extension of Time to Appeal. 
Course of Proceedings: 
1. On January 11, 2000 Sun Surety issued a bond (R.10 - also see Addendum 
A) for Defino Cadena, the Defendant in the underlying matter who is also 
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known as Luis Cesar Zargoza Bond 'was posicu in the ar 
$6,(11". I "ll f'l"" lln. nf li Iiu.il HJII IliiiiciMiuii, ,'ii ,,|| I .HI.II.mil whn w .is 
ili'iiif," liii'jurs^ AS "Mail ()ut Fasf pursuant to a limited power of attorney 
signed by Sun Surety (R.12 - also see Addendum TV. 
On or about January 16, 2001, the Defendant tailed to appear ai ins 
arraignment and (In i mni miL nil (In ioiiimuiu.m m ul \u\m\ d id ii i j 
proemlilies and issued a warrant for Defendant's arrest in the amount of 
$ 10,000.00 (R. 16 - see Addendum C page 2). 
On oi
 t.h ml January 17. 2001 a notice of non appearance was prepared 
and tiled witn me L.ouri. i noluc is iiii'iium ill „i«nl \u i nliliriili' nf 
niiii I I I I I v I 1 , in 
see Addendum D page 2). There was no addressee listed on the return, but 
the address is the same as the Agent • * % mt fast. This address is not the 
same address as the S111 v t\ u I it iM,• in it i11i i , J i s ( i I 11 ( 1 1 1 I \ 1 1 1 1 1 1 .11 m 11 1 1 1 in i in 1 1 1 1 
V\)\\n nC A Hunirs I «v Addenda A & B). 
On July 26, 2001 a motion was filed by the District Attorney's Office for 
Ji ldgment of Forfeiture on the bom . with an i >rdei wr.^i ^ *ICI-I<J 
on the same day • 
he Judgment was entered (see Addendum C page 3). 
On July 31, 2001 the $10,000.00 warrant was recalled because the 
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Defendant was in custody (see Addendum C page 3). 
8. On September 4, 2001 the Appellant, Sun Surety Insurance Company filed 
a "Motion For Order to Set Aside Default Judgment And to Exonerate 
Bond" (see Addendum E). 
9. On October 1, 2001 a short hearing was helci on the matter and Attorney 
for Sun Surety was allowed to present a short synopsis of the facts. Mr. 
Cook was interrupted by the judge twice and was not allowed to expound 
upon his arguments provided in the motion. No findings of fact appear on 
the transcript (see Transcript - Addendum J). 
10. On October 9, 2001, the Honorable Judge William R. Barrett signed the 
Order denying the Motion to set aside the Default Judgment against Sun 
Surety stating tha t" . . . the court finds that service on the agent is effective 
as service on the surety itself." (see Addendum F). 
11. On October 23, 2001 the Appellant filed an "OBJECTION TO 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND MOTION TO AMEND ORDER" 
claiming that the court did not enter findings on the record, and that 
counsel was not presented with a proposed order prior to submission to the 
court (see Addendum G). 
12. On November 8, 2001 the Appellant filed this Notice of Appeal (see 
Addendum H). 
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c) Additional Statements of Fact Relevant to the Issues presented liii llrvii w: 
1. • Sun Surety Insurance Company is A 
- • 111,11 \ «11 111 I s,111MI 111, I)i \ ision I< > i -I ••»1i\ hai I (i11)pearance) bonds 
thro uiuie State of Utah. 
2. On August 27, 2001, the Appellant, Sun Surety, first learned of the bail 
bond forfeiture action when the 1Jis111tL 11toi11e;, 'i 1111. . le I c p 11 n i u •. I I'„11 
WMIMI hvinlriil iil Sun Sur h H infiirsf money (See Addendum I -
Affidavit of Pat Wood). 
, 3. The power of attorney by and between Appellant and Scott IX Candland is 
limned in amount (Ihr^ OUO.UU^ in IULUK JI.I. .. 
T
 ^osed to the Surety (See 
Addendum B and ci. . u , « ^ copy ). 
4. The address of Sun Surety is prominently displayed on both tiu iioiiU as 
v rell as the Power of Attorney (see Addenda A .mil II I. 
5. herwise notify Sun 
Surety Insurance Company of this bond as well as any notices that may 
have been mailed to Bail Out Fast. Bail Out Fast is therefore a ro^^e 
A ™w *vbo acted in . • .. ... - ii mind IL v. 
6. . .IK of nonappearance was mailed to Scott 
Candland since the notice does not contain a certificate of mailing (R - "} . 
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7. Utah Code Annotated § 77-20b-101 et seq. requires notice be mailed via 
certified mail to the address of the Surety within 30 days of the Defendant's 
failure to appear. Something was mailed to 1083 South State Street in Salt 
Lake City, UT 84111. There is no evidence as to what this is since the 
record does not contain a mailing certificate as stated above. Additionally, 
this address is not the address of the Surety which was clearly on the Bond 
and the Power of Attorney. 
8. No notice of this matter has been properly or timely mailed (via certified 
mail) or otherwise served on Sun Surety Insurance Company. Instead the 
something was arguably mailed to someone at 1083 South State Street 
which was the address of the rogue Agent, Scott Candland. 
9. At the time of forfeiture, the Defendant, Delfino Fernandez Cadena was in 
State's Custody on an immigration hold. 
10. Sun Surety has never been properly served with notice as is required by 
Utah Code Annotated § 77-20b-101(l) and (3). 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
The plain language of Utah Code Ann. §77-20b-101(l)(a) mandates that "the 
SURETY be given notice of the non-appearance" and that "the clerk of the court shall: 
(a) mail notice of nonappearance by certified mail return receipt requested, within 30 
days to the address of the SURETY who posted the bond . . . etc." [emphasis added]. 
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The plain language of Utah Code Ann. §77-20b-101(3) states, "If notice of 
nonappearance is not mailed to a surety, other than the defendant in accordance with 
Subsection (1) or (2) , the surety is relieved of further obligation under the bond if the 
surety's current name and address are on the bail bond in the court's fde" [emphasis 
added]. Therefore, the law requires express actual notice be mailed within 30 days to the 
"address of the surety" as listed on the bond. Without such notice the Appellant would 
be deprived of property without notice and an opportunity to be heard and would be 
denied Due Process of Law under the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution made 
applicable to the State of Utah under the 14th Amendment. Because there is no proof of 
mailing to either the Surety or the Agent, there is no proper notice and therefore the 
Third District Court lacks jurisdiction. Alternatively, Appellant asserts that if notice was 
mailed to the Agent (Bail Bondsman), such notice cannot be imputed to the Principal 
(Surety) because 1) the plain language of the forfeiture statute requires notice be mailed 
to the address of the surety as listed on the bond, and 2) because the scope of the Power 
of Attorney is limited and does not authorize the receiving of notice of nonappearance. 
The Bail Bond should therefore be exonerated because the State failed to abide by the 
notice requirements. 
Alternatively, the Appellant asserts 1) the Trial Court abused its discretion by 
denying Appellant's Motion to Set Aside Default Judgment when it was apparent from 
the pleadings and the record that the Trial Court lacked jurisdiction to enter a default 
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when the Surety had not been notified of nonappearance, where the court failed to make 
any findings regarding "mistake" "inadvertence" or "excusable neglect" and where the 
trial court judge merely made conclusory statements in denying the Motion to Set Aside. 
Finally, the Appellant asserts that 3) the trial court abused its discretion by denying 
Appellant's Motion to set aside default judgment under Rule 60(b) when the Appellant 
not only showed that 1) the judgment was entered against it through one of the reasons 
articulated in Rule 60(b), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, but 2) that the motion to set 
aside the judgment was timely, and 3) that the appellant had a meritorious defense to the 
action and that the Appellee (Prosecutor) failed to provide anything more than a cursory 
statement to the contrary. 
Argument 
Point I 
THE STATUTORY NOTICE AS REQUIRED BY THE PLAIN 
LANGUAGE OF UTAH CODE ANNOTATED § 77-20B-101(l) AND 
(3) MANDATES ACTUAL NOTICE OF NONAPPEARANCE TO 
THE SURETY OR SURETIES AT THE ADDRESS(ES) LISTED ON 
THE BOND. 
The notice requirements for a notice of nonappearance are clearly spelled out by 
statute in Utah Code Annotated § 77-20b-10l(l) and (3) et seq. Utah Code Annotated 
§77-20b-101(l)(a) states that "If a defendant who has posted bail fails to appear before 
the appropriate court when required and the court... directs that the surety be given 
notice of the nonappearance, the clerk of the court shall: (a) mail notice of 
nonappearance by certified mail, return receipt requested, within 30 days to the address 
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of the surety who posted the bond... etc." 
1. Utah Code Annotated §77-20b-101(2) allows the prosecutor to mail (via certified 
mail) notice to the surety within 37 days of non appearance. 
2. Utah Code Annotated §77-20b-101(3) states, "If notice of nonappearance is not 
mailed to a surety, other than the defendant in accordance with Subsection (1) 
or (2), the surety is relieved of further obligation under the bond if the surety's 
current name and address are on the bail bond in the court's file." (Italics 
added). 
In 1987, the Utah Supreme Court in holding that a circuit court abused its 
discretion by not providing notice and a hearing prior to terminating the authority of a 
bonding agent, the court stressed the importance of fair dealing. The Court stated that 
"[t]he inherent power of the court to authorize and regulate bondsmen should be 
exercised in a fair and open manner, avoiding any appearance of arbitrariness. This can 
only be accomplished by notice to affected persons, giving them an opportunity to be 
heard, and a reasoned explanation of the court's decision. Any procedure short of this 
could adversely reflect upon the judiciary and its processes." Heninger v. Ninth Circuit 
Court, 739 P.2d 1108,1111 (Utah 1987). In this case, the Appellant was not provided 
with notice of nonappearance. Nor was Appellant given a reasoned explanation of the 
Court's decision. 
Not only is the address of Sun Surety clearly printed on the face of the Bond and 
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Power of Attorney, but it is only logical that Sun Surety should receive notice since Sun 
Surety is the party who holds the money the State seeks to forfeit. It is interesting to note 
that as soon as the Default Judgment of Forfeiture was obtained, and money sought, a 
phone call was placed to the Appellant in South Dakota (see Addendum I - Affidavit of 
Pat Wood). This was the first time that Appellant received notice this something was 
amiss. The state of Florida Court of Appeals in holing that their law requires "Express 
Actual Notice" of appearance dates, the Florida court stated, "We believe this holding is 
mandated by the well established principle that forfeitures are not favored at law and 
statutes providing for them must be strictly construed." Allied Fidelity Ins. Co. v. State. 
499 So.2d 932 (Fla.App. 1 Dist. 1986) (Citing, Caivana v. State, 331 So.2d 331 (Fla. 2d 
DCA 1976). In other matters of similar importance (a tax matter), the Idaho Court of 
Appeals held that even though a power of attorney directed notice to be mailed to the 
individual's attorney, the right to receive notices under the law are not waived.1 
Similarly, Appellant asserts that in spite of granting a limited power of attorney to Scott 
Candland, the statutory notice to Sun Surety was not waived. Because Appellant's 
1
 Hallev v Idaho State Tax Commission. 779 P.2d 436 (Idaho App. 1989) 
("Although the power of attorney executed here directs that copies of notices and other 
written communications addressed to Halley should be sent to Halley's attorney, we hold 
this does not present a waiver of Halley's right to personally receive the required 
statutory notice. . . . The executed form . . . gives no indication that the copies to be sent 
to the taxpayers agent are in lieu of the notice otherwise to be sent to the taxpayer. 
Indeed, the tax commission apparently did not so interpret the power of attorney when it 
mailed notices of its decision to Halley and to the attorney." Id. at .) 
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address was clearly listed in the bond, the Utah forfeiture statute should be strictly 
construed according to the plain meaning of the statute that Sun Surety should have, and 
was entitled to receive actual and express notice of the nonappearance of the Defendant 
and that the State's failure to do so requires the Setting aside of the Order of Forfeiture 
and the exoneration of Appellant's bond. 
Failure to give Appellant notice and an opportunity to be heard would also deny 
Due Process of Law to the Appellant under the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution made applicable to the State of Utah under the 14th Amendment. U.S.C.A 
Const. Amends 5, 14; Lucas v. Murray City Civil Service Com'n, 949 P.2d 746 (UT. 
App. 1997); Henniger v. Ninth Circuit Court. 739 P.2d. 1108, 1111 (Utah 1987). This 
Court should strictly construe the Utah Bail Bond Forfeiture statute to require actual 
notice of nonappearance of the Defendant before pursuing forfeiture. 
Point II 
NOTICE TO THE AGENT (BAIL BONDSMAN) CANNOT BE 
IMPUTED TO THE PRINCIPAL (SURETY) FOR ACTS OUTSIDE 
THE SCOPE OF A "LIMITED POWER OF ATTORNEY. 
Even though bond forfeiture proceedings occur within the context of a criminal 
case, they are civil in nature. State v Rogers, 117 Ariz. 258, 259, 571 P.2d 1054, 1055 
(Ariz. App.1977). Surety Bonds are also subject to Rules of Contract. "Surety bonds are 
treated as other contractual obligations, subject to the rules generally applicable to 
contracts. People v. Rincon, Colo.App., 603 P.2d 953 (quoting Rodriguez v. People, 191 
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Colo. 540, 554 P.2d 291). The Utah Court of Appeals has defined a power of attorney 
in probate matters as "an instrument in writing by which one person, as principal, 
authorizes another to act as agent." Kline v Utah Dept. of Health. 776 P.2d 57, 61 (Utah 
App. 1989) (quoting In re Estate of Lienemann. 382 N.W.2d 595, 602 (Neb.1986); In re 
Estate of Rolater. 542 P.2d 219,223 (Okla. App. 1975). The Court of appeals stressed 
that even though the scope of the authority may be general or limited, "the instrument 
creating this agency relationship is to be strictly construed." Kline. 776 P.2d at 61 (citing 
Rolater. 542 P.2d at 223. The power of attorney in this matter is limited in scope and 
should be strictly construed. Nowhere on the power of attorney is any waiver of the 
statutory notice requirement imposed by Utah Code Ann §77-20b-101(l) and (3). 
Point III 
THE TRIAL COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION BY DENYING 
APPELLANT'S MOTION TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
WHEN IT WAS APPARENT FROM THE PLEADINGS AND THE 
RECORD THAT THE TRIAL COURT LACKED JURISDICTION 
TO ENTER A DEFAULT WHEN THE SURETY HAD NOT BEEN 
NOTIFIED AND WHERE THE COURT FAILED TO MAKE ANY 
FINDINGS REGARDING "MISTAKE" "INADVERTENCE" OR 
"EXCUSABLE NEGLECT" AND WHERE THE TRIAL COURT 
JUDGE MERELY MADE CONCLUSORY STATEMENTS IN 
DENYING THE MOTION TO SET ASIDE. 
In this matter, the agent, Scott Candland failed to notify Appellant of the notice of 
bail forfeiture (R.17) {see also Addendum I - Affidavit of Pat Wood). Appellant filed a 
timely Motion to Set Aside with the Rule 60(b) requirements delineated in the motion. 
(See Addendum E). Opposing counsel failed to respond, and at the motion hearing 
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proffered that the notice was mailed to the agent (Addendum J - Transcript - page 3). 
The Honorable William Barrett did not enter findings of fact on the record. Instead, he 
only made a few conclusory statements prior to denying the motion (see Addendum J -
Transcript). The State of Utah thereafter filed an Order containing findings of fact not 
consistent with the Transcript. (See Order - Addendum F). Thereafter, Appellant filed 
an Objection to Findings of Fact and Motion to Amend Order. (See Addendum G). 
Appellant believes that The Honorable William Barrett abused his discretion by not 
entering findings of fact and by not setting aside the Default judgment. 
Conclusion 
Appellant respectfully requests that this court declare that actual notice is required 
to the Appellant as required by Utah Code Ann. §77-20b-101 (1) and (3) that this Court 
declare that the Case below is dismissed for lack of jurisdiction and that the bond is 
exonerated based upon improper notice of nonappearance. Alternatively, this court 
should order overrule the trial Court's Order denying Appellant's Motion to set aside and 
requiring the lower court to exonerate the bond based on improper notice. In the 
alternative, this court should remand this matter for a trial on the merits so that the court 
may make further findings of fact on the record that are consistent with the record. 
DATED this £0 day of May, 2001. 
M^-
David M. Cook 
Attorney for the Appellant 
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IT IS UNLAWFUL TO PRINT THIS FORM WITHOUT WRITTEN CONSENT OF SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY. 
iLL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS that Sun Surety Insurance Company, a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of the Stale of South Dakota does 
e and appoint and by these presents does make, constitute and appoint the named agent its true and lawful Attorney-in-fact with full power and authority to sign the 
ly name and affix Its seal to, and deliver on its behalf as surety, a ball bond only. Authority of such Attorney-in-fact is limited to appearance bonds and cannot be 
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ney-in-fact ^ ^ _ Agent No. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, SUN SURETY INSURANCE 
COMPANY, has caused these presents to be signed by its duly 
authorized officer, proper for the purpose and its corporate seal 
to be hereunto affixed this 24th day of April, 1998. 
Patrick Wood, President 
 , r i t < ^ ^ \ 
puwm ot attorney is for use with Bart Bonds only, Not valid if used with Federal Immigration Bonds. This power void \\ altered or erased, void rf used with other powers 
lis company or in combination with powers from any other surety company, and void it used to furnish bail in excess of the stated face amount ot this power, and can 
f be used once. This power ot attorney is to be filed with the bond and retained as part of the court records and should remain a permanent part ot the court records. 
Addendum C 
Docket Sheet 
THIRD DISTRICT COURT SALT LAKE 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
STATE OF UTAH vs. DELFINO FERNANDEZ CADENA 
IE NUMBER 012 '00113 State Felony 
LRGES 
Charge 1 - 41-6-13.5 - ATTEMPTED FAIL TO STOP/RESPOND AT 
COMMAND OF POLIC (amended) 
CI ;ss A Misdemeanor Plea: August 21, 2001 Guilty 
Disposition: August 21, 2001 {Guilty Plea} 
J.RENT ASSIGNED JUDGE 
WILLIA"! W. BARRETT 
ITIES 
Defend, int - DELFINO FERNANDEZ CADENA 
Represented by: SCOTT SANDERS 
Plaintiff - STATE OF UTAH 
Also K:iown As - LUIS CESAR ZARAGOZA 
FENDANT INFORMATION 
Defend 
Offense 
Date o: 
Jail B 
Law En, 
LEA Ca: 
Prosec 
Agency 
Sherif 
Violat 
COUNT SUMMARY 
PAPER 
,nt Name: DELFINO FERNANDEZ CADENA 
•i tracking number: 13121983 
: Birth: July 07, 1972 
oking Number: 
orcement Agency: SALT LAKE POLICE 
;e Number: 00-229647 
;ting Agency: SALT LAKE COUNTY 
Case Number: 00024694 
Office Number: 247211 
on Date: December 10, 2000 1300 SOUTH EDISON 
OND TOTALS Posted 
Forfeited 
Exonerated 
Balance 
6 , 0 6 4 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
6 , 0 6 4 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
NONMONETARY BOND DETAIL -
P o s t e d By 
P o s t e d 
F o r f e i t e d 
E x o n e r a t e d 
TYPE: S u r e t y 
Sun S u r e t y I n s u r a n c e Company 
6 , 0 6 4 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
6 , 0 6 4 . 0 0 
r i n t e d : 1 0 / 1 5 / 1 1 6 : 1 6 : 1 7 P a g e 1 
CASE NUMBER Oil 00113 State Felony 
Balance: 0.00 
CASE NOTE 
DAO 00 '24694 IN J A I L AS ZARAGOZA, L U I S CESAR SO#247211 
SPANIS : 
PROCEEDINGS 
01-03-
01-03-
01-03-
01-03-
01-11-
01-11-
01-11-
31-11-
31-11-
31-16-
01 Note: 
APPEAR 
01 INITIA 
Arraic 
01 Judge 
01 Case f 
01 Note: 
01 Bond A 
01 Bond F 
01 Tracki 
01 Note: 
(SCOTT 
01 Minute 
Judge: 
PRESENT 
Clerk: 
Prosecu 
Defenda 
ASE FILED BY DET L.MILLER OF SLCP DEF RELEASE TO 
.NCE BAIL BOND 
, APPEARANCE scheduled on January 16, 2001 at 09:30 AM 
ment - S31 with Judge ARRAIGNMENT. 
RRAIGNMENT assigned. 
led by eval 
ond posted on 12-11-00 and forwarded to Rosemary. 
count created Total Due: 6064.00 
sted Non-Monetary Bond: 6,064.00 
g started for Bond. Review date Jan 16, 2001. 
• UN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY INFORMED OF COURT DATE 
Entry - Minutes for INCOURT NOTE 
GLENN K. IWASAKI 
barbarrs 
or: TAYLOR, LANA 
.t not present 
in 
eval 
l
eval 
eval 
eval 
mistie; 
mistie] 
mistiel 
rosema 
mistiel 
barbari 
Video 
Tape Nu 
DEFT FA 
$10,00C 
'1-16-01 Notice 
1-16-01 Note: 
1-16-01 Note: 
procee 
1-16-01 Warrai 
Bail A 
E 
1-16-01 Warran 
Allowe 
1-
»w 
1 
1-17-01 Track-
1-17-01 Noeo: 
COMMEr 
1-17-01 Tracks 
ber: 2 62 Tape Count: 232 0 
LED TO APPEAR. C/O BW TO BE FORFEITED. C/O BW ISSUED FOR 
00 
- WARRANT for Case 011900113 ID 757144 joannel 
***STARTED BOND FORFEITURE**** joannel 
lie referred to Rosemary for bond forfeiture 
ings. joannel 
ordered on: January 16, 2001 Warrant Num: 972135468 
lowed joannel 
,il amount: 10000.00 
issued on: January 16, 2001 Warrant Num: 972135468 Bail 
joannel 
il amount: 10000.00 
,dge: GLENN K. IWASAKI 
sue reason: Failure to Appear. 
g ended for Bond. rosema 
OTICE OF DEFENDANT'S FAILURE TO APPEAR AND ORDER TO 
S BOND FORFEITURE PROCEEDINGS rosema 
g started for Bond. Review date Jul 17, 2001. rosema 
tinted: 10/15/ 1 16:16:19 Page 2 
E NUMBER Oil 00113 State Felony 
17-01 Minute Entry - REQUEST FOR JUDGMENT leeannh 
Judge: ARRAIGNMENT ARRAIGNMENT 
Clerk: eeannh 
COPIES F DOCKET, BOND, AND PROOF OF CERTIFIED MAILING WITHIN 30 
DAYS SE T TO DA TO PREPARE MOTION AND ORDER FOR JUDGMENT OF 
FORFEIT 'RE 
26-01 Filed: Motion from DA, David Walsh, for Judgment of Forfeiture 
on the Bond - Sun Surety $6064. Original to file leeannh 
26-01 Filed rder : JUDGMENT OF FORFEITURE ON THE BOND - SUN SURETY 
$6 0 64 OSTED 12/11/00. ORIGINAL TO JUDGMENTS, COPY TO DA AND 
BONDIK ; CO leeannh 
Judge aquinn 
Signed July 26, 2001 
26-01 Track: g ended for Bond. leeannh 
27-01 Judgme t #1 Entered susies 
Crec tor: STATE OF UTAH 
Debt r: SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY 
Debt: r: DELFINO FERNANDEZ CADENA 
f: 064.00 Total Judgment 
6 0 6 4.00 Judgment Grand Total 
•27-01 Filed udgment: Judgment of Forfeiture @J susies 
Judge aquinn 
Signed July 26, 2001 
-31-01 INITIA , APPEARANCE scheduled on August 01, 2001 at 09:30 AM in 
Arraic ment Jail with Judge ARRAIGNMENT. joannelb 
-31-01 Warrar. recalled on: July 31, 2001 Warrant num: 972135468 joannelb 
R -call reason: Warrant recalled because defendant was 
b oked. 
-01-01 ROLL C LL scheduled on August 14, 2 001 at 02:00 PM in To Be 
Detern ned with Judge NOEL. barbarrs 
-01-01 Minute Entry - Minutes for Appointment of Counsel barbarrs 
Judge: WILLIAM B. BOHLING 
PRESENT 
Clerk: barbarrs 
Proseci: or: PLATT, CHAD L 
Defende; .t 
Interpr ten GARY WILLMORE 
Lanouac: .- SPANISH 
Video 
Tape Ni. ber: 331 Tape Count: 517 
INITIAL APPEARANCE 
The In? rmation is read. 
Defends t is arraigned. 
APPOINT SNT OF COUNSEL 
inted: 10/::.5, L 16:1:;: 23 Page 3 
:ASE NUMBER Oil '00113 State Felony 
Court f nds the defendant indigent and appoints Legal Defender 
Office o represent the defendant. 
Appoint d Counsel: 
"ame: Legal Defender Office 
•ity: 
P::One : 
ROLL CA 
Da 
Ti 
Lc 
Before 
8-01-01 Note: 
8-01-01 Note: 
appoin-
B-01-01 Note: 
B-08-01 Filed: 
3-08-01 Filed: 
RULES 
3-14-01 Minute 
Judge: 
PRESENT 
Clerk: 
Prosecu 
Defenda 
Defenda 
L is scheduled, 
e: 08/14/2001 
\e : 02 : 00 p.m. 
ation: To Be Determined 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Judge: FRANK G. NOEL 
"N JAIL AS ZARAGOZA, LUIS CESAR 
•'I LED: Affidavit of Indigency - Judge Bohling signed and 
ed LDA to represent defendant in this case. 
ail remain $10,000 
APPEARANCE OF COUNSEL 
FORMAL REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY PURSUANT TO RULE 16 OF THE 
)F CRIMINAL PROCEDURE. 
Entry - Minutes for Roll Call 
FRANK G. NOEL 
terryb 
or: JEFF HALL 
:t 
it's Attorney(s) : SCOTT SANDERS 
caroleo 
joannell 
joannell 
terryb 
terryb 
terryb 
Video 
Tape Nuiber: VIDEO Tape Count: 3.30 
HEARING 
Defend 
ROLL CA 
Da 
Ti-
Lc 
15-01 
16-01 
Before 
Filed: 
OF FOR 
ROLL C 
was not transported. Roll call continued to 8/21 
08/21/2001 
02:00 p.m. 
nt 
L. 
e : 
;e : 
ation: 
Judge: 
NOTICE 
EITURE 
To Be Determined 
Third District Court 
450 South' State 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
STEPHEN L. HENRIOD 
TO PROSECUTOR OF SURETY'S 
ON THE BOND 
FAILURE TO PAY JUDGMENT 
leeannh 
LL scheduled on August 21, 2001 at 02:00 PM in To Be 
inted: 10/15/ 1 16:16:24 Page 4 
! NUMBER Oil 00113 State Felony 
Deterrr ned with Judge HENRIOD. 
11-01 Minute Entry - Minutes for Change of Plea 
Judge: STEPHEN L. HENRIOD 
PRESENT 
Clerk: terryb 
Prosecu or: HOWARD LEMCKE 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): SCOTT SANDERS 
Interpr ter: GARRY WILLMORE 
terryb 
terryb 
Languag : 
Video 
Tape Ni; be 
Spanish 
video Tape Count: 3.10 
The Inf rmation is read. 
Defendant waives time for sentence. 
A pre-s ntence investigation was ordered. 
The Juc e orders Adult Probation & Parole to prepare a Pre-sentence 
report. 
Based u on states motion and pursuant to plea agreement, Amend to 
MA - At empted fail to respond at command of police. Defendant 
plead c ilty to amended charge. INTERPRETER ORDERED. 
CASE BC 'NDOVER 
Defenda 
This ca 
at 08:3 
21-01 Note: 
21-01 SENTEN 
Floor 
21-01 Judge : 
22-01 Filed: 
ORDER. 
22-01 Note: 
05-01 Filed: 
Exoner 
Appeal 
06-01 REVIEW 
Third 
06-01 MOTION 
Third 
06-01 Notice 
MOTION 
Da' 
Ti: 
z waived preliminary hearing, State consenting thereto. 
e is bound over. A Sentencing has been set on 10/15/20 
AM in courtroom W35 before Judge WILLIAM W. BARRETT. 
'ase Bound Over 
ING scheduled on October 15, 2001 at 08:30 AM in Third 
W3 5 with Judge BARRETT. 
ARRETT assigned. 
STATEMENT OF DEFENDANT, CERTIFICATE OF COUNSEL AND 
"HANGE OF PLEA minutes modified. 
Motion for Order to Set aside default judgement and to 
te bond; Alternatively motion for Extension of time to 
HEARING scheduled on October 01, 2001 at 01:30 PM in 
loor - W3 5 with Judge BARRETT. 
HEARING scheduled on October 01, 2001 at 01:30 PM in 
loor - W3 5 with Judge BARRETT. 
- NOTICE for Case 011900113 ID 913815 
EARING. 
e: 10/01/2001 
e: 01:30p.m. 
at ion: Third Floor - W35 
THIRD DISTRICT COURT 
4 50 SOUTH STATE 
SLC, UT 84111-1860 
01 
terryb 
terryb 
terryb 
terryb 
terryb 
mauriem 
nancyw 
nancyw 
nancyw 
nted: 10/15/ .6 : 16:27 Page 5 
:ASE NUMBER Oil 00113 State Felony 
Before 
The rea 
)9-06-01 REVIEW 
)9-06-01 Tracki 
>9-06-01 Tracki 
19-27-01 Filed: 
.0-01-01 Minute 
Judge: 
PRESENT 
Clerk: 
Prosecu 
Defenda 
Judge: WILLIAM W. BARRETT 
on for the change is Correct Calendar 
HEARING Cancelled, 
g ended for Bond. 
g started for Bond. Review date Oct 01, 2001. 
Affidavit of Pat Wood Principal for Sun Surety-
Entry - Minutes for MOTION HEARING 
WILLIAM W. BARRETT 
mauriem 
or: DAVID WALCH 
t not present 
leeann 
leeannh 
nancyw 
mauriem 
Video 
Tape Nu ber: 2 0 0.1-4 9 Tape Count: 2:12 
HEARING 
TAPE: 2 
Motion 
Surity 
Senten 
0-09-01 Filed 
IS DEN 
ITSELF 
0-12-01 Filed: 
0-15-01 Bond E 
0-15-01 Minute 
Judge: 
PRESENT 
Clerk: 
Prosecu 
Defenda 
Defenda 
01-49 COUNT: 2:12 
to Exonerate Bond Denied 
to pay Bond as ordered, State to prepare order 
ing to remain as set 
rder: ORDER THAT SURETY'S MOTION TO SET ASIDE JUDGMENT 
SD AS SERVICE ON THE AGENT IS SERVICE ON THE SURETY 
ORIGINAL TO FILE, COPIES TO SURETY'S ATTY AND DA. 
Judge wbarrett 
Signed October 09, 2001 
Present report from AP & P 
onerated -6,064.00 
Entry - Minutes for SENTENCE, JUDGMENT, COMMITME 
WILLIAM W. BARRETT 
nancyw 
or: BURMESTER, BYRON F 
c's Attorney(s): SANDERS, SCOTT 
leeannh 
mauriem 
nancyw 
nancyw 
Video 
Tape Nu ber: 2001-50 Tape Count: 10:14 
SENTENC : JAIL 
Based o the defendant's conviction of ATTEMPTED FAIL TO 
STOP/RE POND AT COMMAND OF POLIC a Class A Misdemeanor, the 
defends- ': is sentenced to a term of 365 day(s) 
ORDER PROBATION 
rinted: 10/15/ 1 6:16 Page 6 
IE NUMBER Oil 00113 State Felony 
The def' ndant is placed on probation for 0 
Defenda^ t to serve 365 day(s) jail. 
Defenda t is to pay a fine of 0 
PROBATI N CONDITIONS 
Violate no laws. 
Defendant may be released early to Immigration and Naturalization 
Service •. 
Do not e-enter the country illegally. 
36 months good behavior probation. 
$50,000 00 bench warrant to issue 10-15-02 
inted: 10/^5/ l 16:].,: 31 Page 7 (last) 
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Addendum E 
Motion to Set Aside 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
David M. Cook #7043 
Attorney for Sun Surety Insurance Company 
211 East 300 South #216 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
(801) 364-2009 
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
SALT LAKE DEPARTMENT 
THE STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
DELFINO FERNANDEZ CADENA (a.k.a. 
Luis Cesar Zargoza), 
Defendant 
and 
SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Surety. 
MOTION FOR ORDER TO SET 
ASIDE DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
AND TO EXONERATE BOND; 
ALTERNATIVELY MOTION FOR 
EXTENSION OF TIME TO 
APPEAL 
Case No. 011900113 
Judge: William R. Barrett 
David M. Cook, on behalf of Defendant, SUN SURETY INSURANCE 
COMPANY hereby requests this court to set aside the Default Judgment against 
Defendant SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY and extend the time for an appeal 
if this court denies this Motion. In support of this Sun Surety alleges as follows: 
Statement of Facts 
1. On January 11, 2001 the Defendant who is also known as Luis Cesar Zargoza) 
posted bond in the amount of $6,064.00 above entitled matter (See Exhibits A & 
B- Appearance Bail Bond and Power of Attorney). The bond was obtained 
through Scott D. Candland who was doing business as Bail Out Fast. His address 
is as follows: 
... .
L( .rn 
Motion to Set Aside Default - Page lofl 
Bail Out Fast 
Scott D. Candland 
1083 South State Street 
S.L.C.,UT 84111 
Scott D. Candland, dba Bail Out Fast, has failed to report or otherwise notify Sun 
Surety Insurance Company of several other bonds issued by him on behalf of Sun 
Surety and is therefore a rogue Agent who has acted in a fraudulent manner and 
out of the scope of his authority. 
The Address for Sun Surety is as follows: 
Sun Surety Insurance Company 
21 Main Street 
Rapid City, SD 57701 
Sun Surety is the Surety on this bond and it's address is on both the bond and the 
power of attorney which are on file with the court. 
On or about January 16, 2001, the Defendant failed to appear and bond forfeiture 
was started by the court (See Exhibit C - Case Docket). 
On July 26, 2001 David Walsh acting as attorney for the State of Utah in this 
matter filed a Motion and Order for Judgment of Forfeiture on the Bond. 
The only notice of this proceeding was mailed certified mail to 1083 South State 
Street in Salt Lake City, UT 84111 (See Exhibit D & E - Notice to Prosecutor of 
Surety's Failure to Pay Judgment of Forfeiture on the Bond) Receipt on 
Certificate of Mailing). 
This is and was the address of Bail Out Fast who is the Agent rather than the 
Surety under Utah Code Annotated §§77-20-1 and 77-20b-l-l et seq. 
On July 27, 2001 the Judgment was entered for forfeiture of the bond. 
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10. No notice of this matter has been properly mailed (via certified mail) or otherwise 
served on Sun Surety Insurance Company. Instead the only notice was that 
provided to the rogue Agent. 
11. The Defendant, Delfino Fernandez Cadena is presently in State's Custody in an 
immigration hold (See Exhibit F - Booking Information). 
12. The first notice of this matter occurred when Plaintiffs attorney, David S. Walsh 
phoned Sun Surety to request money. 
13. Sun Surety then requested and received the documents involved in this case on 
August 27, 2001. 
14. Sun Surety has never been properly served with notice of this matter. 
MEMORANDUM OF LAW 
A DEFAULT JUDGMENT MAY BE SET ASIDE FOR GOOD CAUSE 
INCLUDING EXCUSABLE NEGLECT. MISREPRESENTATION. AND FRAUD. 
15. Rule 55(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure states that "For good cause shown 
the court may set aside an entry of default and, if a judgment by default has been 
entered, may likewise set it aside in accordance with Rule 60(b)."1 Rule 60(b) 
provides that "On motion and upon such terms as are just, the court may in the 
furtherance of justice relieve a party or his legal representative from a final 
judgment, order or proceeding for the following reasons: (1) mistake, 
inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect... (3) fraud (whether heretofore 
1
 Utah R. Civ. P. 55(c). 
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denominated intrinsic or extrinsic), misrepresentation or other conduct of an 
adverse party . . . or (7) any other reason justifying relief from the operation of the 
judgment."2 
TIME FOR FILING MOTION TO SET ASIDE, AND 
STANDARD FOR SETTING ASIDE DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
16. A trial court has discretion in determining whether a movant has shown mistake, 
inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect.3 However, the default judgment may 
only be set aside for "good cause" within a period of three (3) months after the 
entry of the default.4 The Utah Supreme court has stated that "The court should be 
generally indulgent toward setting a judgment aside where there is reasonable 
justification or excuse for the defendants failure to answer and when timely 
application is made. Where there is doubt as to whether a default should be set 
aside, doubt should be resolved in favor of doing so."5 Default judgments are not 
favored in the law.6 The policy of the law "is to accord litigants the opportunity 
for a hearing on the merits, where that can be done without serious injustice to the 
other party."7 
In order for defendant to be relieved from the default judgment, Sun Surety must 
2
 Utah R. Civ. P. 60(b). 
3
 Larsen v. Collina, 684 P.2d 52, 54 (Utah 1984). 
4
 Utah R. Civ. P. 60(b). 
5
 Katz v. Pierce, 732 P.2d 92, 93 (Utah 1986). 
6
 Interstate Excavating v. Agla Development, 611 P.2d 369, 371 (Utah 1980). 
7
 Id. (citing Locke v. Peterson, 3 Utah 2d 415, 285 P.2d 1111 (Utah 1955). 
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fulfill a three-pronged test: 
1) that it's motion to set aside the judgment was timely, 
2) that the judgment was entered against it through excusable neglect 
(or any other reason specified in rule 60(b)), and 
3) that it has a meritorious defense to the action. 
BOND FORFEITURE MATTERS MANDATES NOTIC TO THE SURETY 
17. Utah Code Annotated §77-20b-101(1 )(a) states that "If a defendant who has 
posted bail fails to appear before the appropriate court when required and the 
court . . . directs that the surety be give notice of the nonappearance, the clerk of 
the court shall: (a) mail notice of nonappearance by certified mail, return receipt 
requested, within 30 days to the address of the surety who posted the bond . . . 
etc" 
18. Utah Code Annotated §77-20b-101(2) allows the prosecutor to mail (via certified 
mail) notice to the surety within 37 days of non appearance. 
19. Utah Code Annotated §77-20b-101(3) states, "If notice of nonappearance is not 
mailed to a surety, other than the defendant in accordance with Subsection (1) 
or (2) , the surety is relieved of further obligation under the bond if the surety}s 
current name and address are on the bail bond in the court's file." (Italics 
added). 
Argument 
Excusable Neglect - 60(b)(1) 
20. Sun Surety's motion to set aside this judgment meets the tree-pronged standard of 
excusable neglect, surprise (or any other reason specified in rule 60(b)) 
Requirement #1 - Timeliness 
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21. This motion is timely as Judgment was entered on the 26th day of July 2001 (See 
Exhibit "B").8 Sun Surety just learned of this judgment on August 27, 2001. As 
stated above this motion must be made within reasonable time and no later than 
three (3) months after the default judgement is entered. This motion is clearly 
filed in a timely manner. 
Requirement #2 - Excusable Neglect 
22. As stated in the facts above, SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY has never 
been provided with notice of non-appearance as required under the code (i.e. via 
certified mail). 
Requirement #3 - Meritorious Defense 
23. SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY has a meritorious defense concerning 
this matter in that 1) because the prosecutor failed to notify SUN SURETY 
INSURANCE COMPANY, SUN SURETY is "relieved of further obligation 
under the bond" 
Conclusion 
At a minimum, in this case, SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY has not 
received proper notice in this matter and has been denied due prosess under the 
constitutional provisions as mandated in the US and State Constitutions. SUN SURETY 
INSURANCE COMPANY has not had its day in court to argue the merits of this case. 
Prayer for Relief 
WHEREFORE SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY prays for an Order 
8
 See, Notice of Entry of Default Judgment which was mailed to Defendant on October 
14th 1996. 
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21. This motion is timely as Judgment was entered on the 26th day of July 2001 (See 
Exhibit "B").8 Sun Surety just learned of this judgment on August 27, 2001. As 
stated above this motion must be made within reasonable time and no later than 
three (3) months after the default judgement is entered. This motion is clearly 
filed in a timely manner. 
Requirement #2 - Excusable Neglect 
22. As stated in the facts above, SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY has never 
been provided with notice of non-appearance as required under the code (i.e. via 
certified mail). 
Requirement #3 - Meritorious Defense 
23. SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY has a meritorious defense concerning 
this matter in that 1) because the prosecutor failed to notify SUN SURETY 
INSURANCE COMPANY, SUN SURETY is "relieved of further obligation 
under the bond"' 
Conclusion 
At a minimum, in this case, SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY has not 
received proper notice in this matter and has been denied due process under the 
constitutional provisions as mandated in the US and State Constitutions. SUN SURETY 
INSURANCE COMPANY has not had its day in court to argue the merits of this case. 
Prayer for Relief 
WHEREFORE SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY prays for an Order 
8
 See, Notice of Entry of Default Judgment which was mailed to Defendant on October 
14th 1996. 
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Setting Aside the Default Judgment entered in this matter, that it be exonerated from 
further liability or responsibility under the bond in this matter. In the alternative, that 
Sun Surety be allowed to file an answer, and that any limitation on its right to appeal be 
extended for the same reasons as mentioned above. 
Dated this H day of September, 2001. 
David M. Cook - Attorney for 
SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I caused a true and correct copy of this motion and exhibits via U.S. 
First Class Mail upon the following: 
David E. Yocum 
District Attorney for Salt Lake County 
David S. Walsh 
Deputy District Attorney 
2001 South State Street, #S3700 
S.L.C., UT 84190-1200 
on this 4th day of September, 2001. 
David M. Cook 
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THIRD DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH 
SALT LAKF COUNTY, SALT LAKE DEPARTMENT 
J450 South State Street 
$ah Lake City, UT 84111 
(801)238-7300 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
DELFINO FERN, 
Defendant 
kNDEZ CADENA, 
SUN SURETY INSURANCE CO.. 
Surety 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
NOTICE TO PROSECUTOR 
OF SURETY'S FAILURE 
TO PAY JUDGMENT OF 
FORFEITURE ON THE BOND 
Case No. 011900113 
on all judgments shall be-
This matter having come on for hearing on January 16,2001 and the bonding company having 
been given notice of defendant's failure to appear as required and the bond having been ordered 
forfeited and a Judgrnentfof Forfeiture entered July 26, 2001; 
IT IS REQUIRED that the sufety shall pay a judgment no later than 15 days following service 
of notice in accordance with Section J31A-35-504 et. seq. Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended. 
If the judgment remains Unpaid for mjore than 15 days, the prosecutor shall notify the Commissioner 
of Insurance of the surety's failure tojpay the judgment. The commissioner shall suspend the license 
of the company pursuant to subsectipns (3) through (7) of the aforementioned statute. 
i 
i 
The clerk shall provide a copk of the judgment to the prosecutor with this notice. Payments 
I the prosecutor immediately by the court clerk. reported to] 
Dated this 15th day of Ajigust, 2001.J 
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TrflRD DISTRICT COURT SALT LAKE 
COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
I 
SAIjT LAKE 
STATE OH! UTAH is. DELFINO FERNANDEZ CADENA 
1 
.SE NUMBER 0 1 1 9 0 0 1 1 3 Stat le Felomy 
IARGES 
COMMAND OF POLIC 
Class A Misdemeanor 
Disposition: 
JRRENT ASSIGNED JUDGE 
WILLIAM W. BARREfrT 
(amended) 
August 
Charge 1 - 4 1 - 6 - 1 3 . 5 - ATTEMPTED FAIL TO STOP/RESPOND AT 
Plea: August 21 , 2001 Gui l ty 
21, 2001 {Guilty Plea} 
\RTIES 
Defendant - DELFINO FERNANDEZ CADENA 
Represented by: BCOTT SANDERS 
P l a i n t i f f - STATE OF UTAH 
A l s o Known As - ILUIS CESAR ZARAGOZA 
EFENDANT INFORMATION 
Defendant Name: tJELFINC) FERNANDEZ CADENA 
Offense trackingf numbed: 13121983 
Dace of B i r t h : Ohily 07,! 1972 
J a i l Booking Nunjber: 
Law Enforcement tagencyj SALT LAKE POLICE 
LEA Case Number:! 00-229647 
P r o s e c u t i n g Agency: 8Al|,T LAKE COUNTY 
Agency Case Number: 00024694 
S h e r i f f O f f i c e Number.- 1247211 
V i o l a t i o n Date; [December 10, 2000 1300 SOUTH EDISON 
.CCOUNT SUMMARY 
PAPER BOND TOTAIJS P o s t e d : 
JForfeited: 
exonerated: 
Balance: I 
NONMONETARY BOND DETAI! 
{Posted 
Pos 
iForfei 
6,064.00 
0.00 
0.00 
6,064.00 
, - TYPE: Surety 
By: Sun Surety Insurance Company 
ed: 6,064.00 
bed: 0.00 
Exonerated: 0.00 
riuv3-c^-c:uV5J. W^-w^ r m j n . 
AUG-27-2001 HON 10:24 Aft 
SE NUMBER 011900113 State Feloriy 
JSE NOTE 
DAO 00024694 
SPANISH 
IV JAIL A$ ZARAGOZA, LUIS CESAR SO#247211 
IOCEEDINGS 
.-03-01 
1-03-01 
L-03-01 
L-03-01 
L-1X-01 
1-11-01 
1-11-01 
1-11-01 
1-11-01 
1-16-01 
postfed 
CRIMINAL DEPT 
Balance 
TO: 364 1871 
FAX NO. 8012387564 
P. 004 
P. 03 
6,064,00 
SJ1 With 
eval 
assigned, 
on I2f 
pudge ARRAIGNMENT. 
c r e a t e d 
Note: CASE FILEfl) BY DETIL,MILLER OF SLCP DEP RELEASE TO 
APPEARANCE BAIL 
INITIAL APPEARANCE scheduled on January 16, 2001 at 09:30 AM in 
Arraignment 
Judge ARRAIGNME1|JT 
Case f i l e d by 
Note: Bond 
Bond Account 
Bond Posted 
Tracking s t a r t e d 
Note: SUN SURETY 
(SCOTT) 
Minute Entry - ftinutes 
Judge; GLENN 
PRESENT 
Clerk: barbar 
Prosecutor 
Defendant not 
j-11-00 and forwarded to Rosemary. 
Total Due: 6064.00 
Non-Monetary Bond: 6,064.00 
for Bojnd. Review date Jan 16, 2001. 
INSURANCE COMPANY INFORMED OF COURT DATE 
K. IWASAIKI 
s 
TAYLfoR, LANi4 
present 
Video 
Tape Number: 
ferred 
DEFT FAILED TO 
$10,000.00 
•1-16-01 Notice - WARRANf 
•1-16-01 Note: ****START: 
H-16-01 Note: File re 
proceedings. 
H-16-01 Warrant ordered 
Bail Allowed 
Bail amoun 
)i-16-oi Warrant issued 
Allowed 
Bail amoun 
Judge: 
Issue 
D1-17-01 Tracking ended 
31-17-01 Note: NOTICE OF 
COMMENCE BOND 
31-17-01 Tracking etarteft 
APPEAR. Cfc/O BW TO BE FORFEITED. C/O BW ISSUED FOR 
reason 
262 
for INCOURT NOTE 
eval 
eval 
eval 
eval 
miscief 
mistief 
mistief 
rosema 
mistief 
barbarx 
for Ciee 011900113 ID 757144 
!D BOND 
to 
ape Count: 232 0 
FORFEITURE**** 
Rosemary for bond forfeiture 
om January 16, 2001 Warrant Num: 972135468 
10000.00 
|>n: January 16, 2001 Warrant Num: 972135468 Bail 
10000.00 
GLEtfN K. IWASAKI 
Failure to Appear, 
or Bont 
f DEFENDKNT1 • S FAILURE TO APPEAR AND ORDER TO 
FORFEITURE PROCEEDINGS 
for Bbnd. Review date Jul 17, 2001 
joanne1 
joannel 
joanne1 
joannel 
joannel 
rosema 
rosema 
rosema 
HUb-dg-2001 09:04 FROM: 
AUG-27-2QG1 HON 10:24 AHlCRIHIHAL DEPT 
SE NUMBER 011900113 St 
-17-01 Minute Entry - REQUEST FOR JUDGMENT 
t e Felony 
TO: 364 1871 
FAX NO, 8012387564 
P. 001 
P. 04 
leeannh 
Judge: ARRAIGNMENT ARRAIGNMENT 
Clerk: leeannh j 
COPIES OF DOCKET J BOND, ^ND PROOF OF CERTIFIED MAILING WITHIN 30 
DAYS SENT TO DA TO PREPARE MOTION AND ORDER FOR JUDGMENT OF 
FORFEITURE [ j 
'-26-01 Filed: Motion from DA, bavid Walsh, for Judgment of Forfeiture 
on the Bond - Sun Surety $6064. Original to file leeannh 
7-26-01 Filed order: JUDGMENT OF FORFEITURE ON THE BOND - SUN SURETY 
$6064 POSTED 12pll/00. ORIGINAL TO JUDGMENT9, COPY TO DA AND 
BONDING CO I I leeannh 
Judge' aquinnj 
Signed July 26, 2001 
7-26-01 Tracking ended por Bondl. leeannh 
7-27-01 Judgment #1 Entered I Busies 
Creditor: STATTE OF UTAH 
Debtor: SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY 
Debtor: DEDFINO FERNANDEZ CADENA 
6,064.00 Tptal Judgment 
6,064.00 Judgment Grand Total 
7-27-01 Filed judgment:- Judgment of Forfeiture @J 
Judge aquinn 
Sigmjd July 26, 2001 
7-31-01 INITIAL APPEARANCE scheduled on August 01, 2001 at 09:30 AM in 
Arraignment Jaijl with Judge ARRAIGNMENT. 
7-31-01 Warrant recalled on: July 31, 2001 Warrant num: 972135468 
Recall reason: Warrant recalled because defendant was 
booked. I 
8-01-01 ROLL CALL scheduled on [August 14, 2001 at 02:00 PM in To Be 
Determined with Judge NOEL. 
8-01-01 Minute Entry -[Minutes for Appointment of Counsel 
BOHLING WILLIAM B Judge: 
PRESENT 
Clerk: barbafrs 
Prosecutor: PLA1 
Defendant 
Interpreter: 
susies 
joannelb 
joannelb 
barbarrs 
barbarr6 
TT, 
GARY 
Language: SPANISH 
Video 
Tape Number: 331 
INITIAL APPEARANCE ]i 
The Information is read 
Defendant is arraigned. 
APPOINTMENT OF POUNSEL 
CHAD 
WILLM0RE 
ape Count: 517 
- .wv- i—^catii ut?:UH hKUn: 
AUG-27-2001 HON 10:24 AM CRIMINAL DEPT 
TO: . 364 1871 
FAX NO, 8012387564 
P.. 002 
P. 05 
BE NUMBER 011900113 Stite Felorty 
ROLL CALL is scheduled 
Dace: 06/14 
Time: 02:00 
Location 
Court finds the defendant! indigent and appoints Legal Defender 
Office to represent the defendant J 
Appointed Counsel: 
|j 
Name: Leg£l Defender Office 
City: 
Phone: 
1/2001 
p.m. 
Tb Be Det 
Third Die 
460 South| 
S a l t Lake 
3-08-01 Filed 
3-08-01 Filed 
8-14-01 Minute Entry - {Minutes 
Judge: FRANK \G. NOEL 
PRESENT 
Clerk: terryb 
Prosecutor: JEFR HALL 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s) :| 
Video 
Tape Number; 
HEARING 
brmined 
prict Court 
State 
City, UT 84111 
Before Judge: FRANK O. NOEL 
3-01-01 Note: IN JAIL AB ZARAGOfcA, LUIS CESAR 
3-01-01 Note: FILED: Affidavit bf Indigency - Judge Bohling signed and 
appointed LDA tp represent defendant in this case. 
3-01-01 Note: Bail remafin $10,0100 
APPEARANCE OF COUNSEL 
FORMAL REQUEST FpR DISCOVERY PURSUANT TO RULE 16 OF THE 
RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE. 
for Roll Call 
caroleo 
joannelb 
joannelb 
terryb 
terryb 
terryb 
VIDEO 
00 
Before Judge: 
•8-15-01 Filed: NOTICE tO 
OF FORFEITURE &N 
»8-16-01 ROLL CALL scheduled 
SCOTT SANDERS 
Tape Count: 3.30 
Defendant was i£ot transported. Roll call continued to 8/21 
ROLL CALL. 
Date: 08/2! 
Time: 02 
Location: 
/2001 
p. m. 
o Be Determined 
third District Court 
450 Soutm State 
Salt Laki City, UT 84111 
$TEPHEN i. HBNRIOD 
PROSECUTOR OF SURETY'S FAILURE TO PAY JUDGMENT 
THE BOND leeannh 
on I August 21, 2001 at 02:00 PM in To Be 
HU(3-£9-2001 09:04 FROM: 
AUG-27-2001 HON 10:25 Alt CRIMINAL DEPT TO. 1 364 1871 FAX NO. 8012387564 
P. 003 
P. t 
SE NUMBER 011900113 StAte Feloriy 
Determined with 
•21-01 Minute Entry 
Judge; STEPHEN L 
PRESENT 
Clerk: terrybj 
Prosecutor: HOWAfRD LEMCWp 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attdrney(s) : 
Judge HENRIOD. 
flinutes tor Change of Plea 
HENRIOD 
terryb 
terryb 
Interpreter: GAHRY WILLMDRE 
Language: Spanish 
video 
Tape Number: I video 
The Information I i s read. 
Defendant waive* time fop: sentence. 
A pre-sentence investigation was ordered. 
The Judge order* Adult Hrobation £ Parole to prepare a Pre-sentence 
report. 
Based upon states motiori 
MA 
plead guilty to 
CASE BOUNDOVER 
SCOTT SANDERS 
Tape Count: 3.10 
amended 
and pursuant to plea agreement, Amend to 
Attempted fail to Respond at command of police. Defendant 
charge. INTERPRETER ORDERED. 
Defendant waived preliminary hearing, State consenting thereto. 
This case is bound over) A Sentencing has been set on 10/15/2001 
at 08:30 AM in bourtroorit W35 before Judge WILLIAM w. BARRETT. 
8-21-01 Note: Case Bound Over J terryb 
•8-21-01 SENTENCING scheduled o$ October 15, 2001 at 08:30 AM in Third 
Floor - W3S with Judge j BARRETT. terryb 
J8-21-01 Judge BARRETT assigned! terryb 
>8-22-01 Filed: STATEMENT OF DEFENDANT, CERTIFICATE OF COUNSEL AND 
ORDER. terryb 
)8-22-oi Note: CHANGE cp1 PLEA minutes modified. terryb 
AUG-29-E001 09:07 FROM: 
AUG-28-01 TUE 12:51 PH fey FINANCIAL GROUP 
TO'. » 3^t>H loci 
FAX NO. 8014517715 
END OF SEARCH 
JE4R 
SO#; 0247211 NAME: 
PUpLIC ACCESS OF CURRENT BOOKING 
DEFENDANT INFORMATION 
ZARAGOfcA, LOIS CESAR DOB: 091280 BOOKt: 0118.470 
SEX: M RACE.; R AGE: .20 P06: MEXICO . STATE: . HGT: 504 WGT: 120 
HAIR; BRN EYES: BRN R/Ii H$ND: R GLASSES/CONTACTS: N D/L: SUSPENDED 8T: OT 
CITY: SALT IJ\KE STATE: UT . 
BOOKINGS: 00.2 ARRESTING AGCY: SO <2ASE#i 20018835 
INCLUDE COURT DISPOSITIONS- ••— ••««••:: •••-• ••••• 
6.8.309;5.2.1 F/M F3 TYP CG NCIC 739900. CTDATE 
HOME ADDR: 230 E BERYL AV$ 
CURNT CELL; 04A19A PRIOR 
*«-^HARiseS*=«*DOES NOT 
SKQ#: 01 CNTSx 01 STATU: ' 
DESC:-IMMIGRATION DETAINER 
'PR. OTN l 13322599 DOC#: 
JUDGE: IMMIG DISP: 
BAIL: NO BAIL $ 00 /DY CTS 
M ACTN: DATE: BND/RCPT: 
SEQ#: 02 CNTS: 01 STATU: 4DL.6.13.5 F/M F3 TYP WA NCIC 549911 CTDATE 101501 
DESC: FAIL TO STOP/RESPOND; AT COMMAND OF POLICE (SL) 
PR OTN: 13322599 DOC#: 011000113 BAIL: 10/000.00 $ 00 /DY CTS 
JUDGE: IWASAKI DISP: N ACTN: 
SEQI: 03 CNTS: 01 STATU: 
DESC* BATTERY DOMESTIC 
PR OTN: 13322599 DOC*: Ollf02198 
JUDGE: FUCKS DISP: N ACTN: 
DATE: BND/RCPT! 
.5,102,2 
RELATED (SL) 
F/M MB TYP W, NCIC 131300 CTDATE 091101 
BAIL: 5,000.00 $ 00 /DY CTS 
DATE: BND/RCPT t 
utaft Code Section 77*20tt-101 Page! of 1 
77-20b-10L Entry of noiiappearance — Notice to surety - Release of surety on failure of timely 
notice* 
(1) If a defendant who has posted bail fails to appear before the appropriate court when required and 
the court issues a bench wirrant or directs that the surety be given notice of the nonappearance, the clerk 
of the court shall: I 
(a) mail notice of nonaopearance by certified mail, return receipt requested, within 30 days to the 
address of the surety who posted the bond; 
(b) notify the surety of the name, address, telephone number, and fax number of the prosecutor; 
(c) deliver a copy of thai notice sent under Subsection (l)(a) to the prosecutor's office at the same time 
notice is sent under Subsecjtion (l)(a); and 
(d) ensure that the name, address, and telephone number of the surety is stated on the bench warrant 
(2) The prosecutor may pail notice of nonappearance by certified mail, return receipt requested, to 
the address of the surety within 37 days after the date of the defendant's failure to appear. 
(3Uf notice of nonappearance is not mailed to a yirety. other than thi» defendant ip «™*mlimf* with 
Subsection (}) or (2\ the foety is relieved of further obligation under the bond if the surety's current 
nameand address are on thp bail bond in the courrsfile. 
(4) (a) A bond ordered lprteited by the court may not be reinstated without the mutual agreement of 
the surety and the court. I 
(b) If the defendant is attested and booked into a county jail booking facility pursuant to a warrant for 
failure to appear on the original charges, the surety may file a motion with the court to exonerate the 
bond. The surety shall deliver a copy of the motion to the prosecutor. 
(c) Unless the court makes a finding of good cause why the bond should not be exonerated, it shall 
exonerate the bond if: I 
(i) the surety has delivered the defendant to the county jail booking feciKty in the county where the 
original charge is pending; f 
(u) the defendant has been released on a bond secured from a subsequent surety for the original 
charge and the failure to appear, 
(iii) after an arrest, the defendant has escaped from jail or has been released on the defendant's own 
recognizance, pursuant to aroretrial release, under a court order regulating jail capacity, or by a sheriffs 
release under Section 17-2i-5*5; or 
(iv) the surety has transported or agreed to pay for die transportation of the defendant from a location 
outside of the county back tb the county where the original charge is pending, and the payment is in an 
amount equal to government transportation expenses listed in Section 76-3*201. 
(d) Under circumstancesinot otherwise provided for in this section, the court may exonerate the bond 
if it finds that the prosecutor has been given reasonable notice of a surety's motion and there is good 
cause for the bond to be exonerated. 
(e) If a surety's bond has been exonerated under this section and the surety remains liable for the cost 
of transportation of the defendant, the surety may take custody of the defendant for the purpose of 
transporting the defendant to the jurisdiction where the charge is pending. 
Amended by Chapter 245,2)001 General Session 
http://www.le.state.ut.us/-c(jdemTLE77/htm/77_18002.htm 8/28/01 
Utah Code Section 77-201*102 Paget of! 
bringing defendant to court. 
has been mailed to a surety under Section 77-20b-101, the surety may 
the court or surrender the defendant into the custody of a county sheriff 
bionths of the date of nonappearance, during which time a forfeiture action on 
77-20b-102. Time foil 
(1) If notice of nonappearance 
bring the defendant before 
within the state within six 
the bond may not be broudht 
(2) A surety may request an extension of the six-month time period in Subsection (1), if the surety 
within that time: 
(a) files a motion for e^ension 
(b) mails the motion 
(3) The court may extend 
surety has complied with 
Amended by Chapter 259J 
with the court; and 
extension and a notice of hearing on the motion to the prosecutor, 
the six-month time in Subsection (1) for not more than 60 days, if the 
Subsection (2) and the court finds good cause. 
2000 General Session 
http://www.le.state.ut.u&/4codeAnTLE77/htm/77_l 8003 .htm 8/28/01 
Addendum F 
Order Denying Motion to Set Aside 
DAVID E. YOCOM 
District Attorney for Salt Lake County 
DAVID S. WALSH, 3370 
Deputy District Attorney 
2001 South State Street #S3700 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84190-1200 
Telephone: (801) 468-3422 
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT, SALT LAKE DEPARTMENT 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE, STATE OF UTAH 
THE STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
DEFINO FERNANDEZ CADENA 
(aka Luis Cesar Zargoza), 
Defendant, 
And 
SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY 
Surety. 
O R D E R 
Case No. 011900113 
Honorable William R. Barrett 
The above-entitled matter came on for hearing on the Surety's Motion to 
Set Aside the Judgment entered on July 26, 2001. David S. Walsh represented 
the State of Utah. David M. Cook represented the Sun Surety. The court having 
considered the motion filed by the surety and after having heard argument by 
counsel, the court finds that service on the agent is effective as service on the 
surety itself. 
f IL£3 DKOTGT GSi?5» 
Third Judicial District 
OCT 0 9 2031 
/SALT LAKE COUNT 
Order 
Case No. 011900113 
Page Two 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the surety's Motion to Set side the 
Judgment is hereby denied. 
DATED this / day of October, 2001. 
BY THE. COURT: 
WILLIAM R. BARRETT 
District Court Judge 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that on the I day of October, 2001, a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing ORDER was mailed, postage prepaid to: 
David M. Cook 
Attorney for Sun Surety Insurance Company 
211 East 300 South #216 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Addendum G 
Objection to Findings of Fact & Motion to Amend Order 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
David M. Cook #7043 ' ' ' ''" '"' ° 3 
Attorney for Sun Surety Insurance Company 
211 East 300 South #216 . , , ) 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 f-' - - ^ 
(801)364-2009 
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
SALT LAKE DEPARTMENT 
THE STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
DELFINO FERNANDEZ CADENA (a.k.a. 
Luis Cesar Zargoza), 
Defendant 
and 
SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Surety. 
Objection to Findings of Fact and 
Motion to Amend Order 
(Hearing Requested) 
Case No. 011900113 
Judge: William R. Barrett 
Pursuant to Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 52 and 60(b)(6) David M. Cook, on 
behalf of SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY hereby objects to the findings of 
fact as entered on the Court Order dated October 9, 2001 in that the court did not enter 
findings of fact in open court. 
According to Rule 52(a), the trial court need not enter findings of fact, but these 
findings are clearly erroneous since they were not made on the record. 
Additionally, this Attorney for Sun Surety was never presented with a proposed 
order prior to submission of the Order to the Court in contravention of Rule 4-504 of the 
Rules of Judicial Administration 
Attorney for Sun Surety hereby requests a transcript of the proceeding. 
Wherefore, Sun Surety hereby requests that this court amend the Order to reflect 
h u 
that this court did not issue findings of fact. 
Dated this ZJ day of September, 2001. ^ ^ 
David M. Cook - Attorney for 
SUN SURETY INSURANCE CO. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I caused a true and correct copy of this motion and exhibits via U.S. 
First Class Mail upon the following: 
David E. Yocum 
David S. Walsh 
District Attorney for Salt Lake County 
Deputy District Attorney 
2001 South State Street, #S3700 
S.L.C., UT 84190-1200 
on this 23rd day of October, 2001. 
David M. Cook 
Addendum H 
Notice of Appeal 
David M. Cook, #7043 
Attorney for Sun Surety 
211 East 300 South, Suite 216 
S.L.C., UT 84111 
Phone: (801) 364-2009 
Fax: (801)364-1871 
1M THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
STATE OF UTAH 
State of Utah, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Defino Fernandez Cadena, 
Defendant, 
and 
Sun Surety Insurance Company, 
Surety. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Civil No. 011900113 
Honorable: William R. Barrett 
Notice is hereby given that Sun Surety Insurance Company, Surety, in the above named 
case, hereby appeals to the Utah Supreme Court from the final order entered in this action on the 
9th day of October, 2001 
Dated this G day of November, 2001. 
David M. Cook - Attorney for 
SUN SURETY INSURANCE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I caused a true and correct copy of this motion and exhibits via U.S. 
First Class Mail upon the following: 
David E. Yocum 
District Attorney for Salt Lake County 
David S. Walsh 
Deputy District Attorney 
2001 South State Street, #S3700 
S.L.C.,UT 84190-1200 
Sun Surety Insurance Company 
21 Main Street 
Rapid City, SD 57701 
on this Xth day of November, 2001. 
David M. Cook 
Addendum I 
Affidavit of Pat Wood 
SEP- 5-2001 10:31 FROM: TC Jl 364 1871 P.001 
• C - IS 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
David M. Cook #7043 
Attorney for Sun Surety Insurance Company 
211 East 300 South #216 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Phone: (801)364-2009 
Fax: (801)364-1871 
I N T H E T l 
y 
IRD DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
SALT LAKE DEPARTMENT 
THE STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
DELFINO FERNANDEZ CADENA (a.lta. 
Luis Cesar Zargoza) 
Defendant 
and 
SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Surety. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PAT WOOD 
PRINCIPAL FOR SUN SURETY 
Case No. 011900113 
Judge: William R Barrett 
STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA ) 
I ss. 
PENNINGTON COUNTY ) 
I, Pat Wood, dedlare, swear and affirm under oath the iollowing facts in the above-
referenced matter, in silppon of Sun Surety's motion lo set aside the default judgment 
rendered herein: 
1. I am the principal of Sun Surety which Is based in Rapid Cily, South Dakota. 
2. Sun Surety is duly authorized under the laws of Utah to do business including but 
not limited to acting as surety on bail bonds that arc written in the state of Utah. 
3. On August 24,2001,1 received a phone message from Prosecutor, David Walsh. 
4. I returned the caul and spoke to David Walsh on August 27,2001. 
5. During that phofe conversation I learned that a bail bond forfeiture action had 
3EP-26-E001 10:31 FROM: TC 11 364 1871 P. 08a 
been instituted 
6. I received 
Judgment of 
7. I had not seen 
notice (verbal o( 
Surety. 
8. I am a member 
regarding Bail 
9. The name and 
and on the 
of Utah. 
10. Pieaso note 
Agent to receive" 
Pat Wood, afteij 
Affidavit and stated 
affidavit are true and 
Dated this 3U^-
a|gainsi Sun Surety, 
various documents from the prosecutor's office including a notice of 
Forfeiture. 
• Power 
these documents before August 27, 2001. I have received no other 
written) that a forfeiture action had been instituted against Sun 
i f the Utah Bail Surety Board and helped draft the current law 
Bonds and Forfeiture of those bonds. 
afldress of Sun Surely appears on both the Appearance Bail Bond 
of Attorney that is issued to various bail bond agents in the state 
Subscribed and Sworn td 
that [die Power of Attorney is limited in nature and does not allow the 
service of process in forfeiture matters. 
having been duly sworn upon oath signed the foregoing 
he understands its contents and that the tacts set forth in this 
dorrect to his own personal knowledge. 
day! of September, 2001. 
thkt 
Pat Wood for Sun Surery I^rwurance Co; 
44-before me this d<i» day of September, 2001. 
/ v.--- '/ 
x*^ 
nu 4). A^U^A^X^ 
/ \ 
Notary Pi$lic in and for the State of South Dakota 
(i 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I caused a true and correct copy of this Affidavit via U.S. First Class 
Mail and faxed upon the following: 
David E. Yocum 
District Attorney for Salt Lake County 
David S. Walsh 
Deputy District Attorney 
2001 South State Street, #S3700 
S.L.C., UT 84190-1200 
Fax No. (801) 468-2642 
on this 26th day of September, 2001. 
David M. Cook 
Addendum J 
Transcript 
CMO^O \rv) 
-1-
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
OF SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
STATE OF UTAH, ORIGINAL 
P l a i n t i f f , 
v s . Case No. 011900113 
DELFINO FERNANDEZ CADENA and 
SUN SURETY INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Defendants. 
By 
Hearing 
Electronically Recorded on 
May 17, 2001 
HUD DISTRICT COURT 
Third Judicial District 
NOV 0 8 2001 
SALT LAKE COUNT 
Deputy Clerk ui4 VJ 
BEFORE: THE HONORABLE WILLIAM W. BARRETT 
Third District Court Judge 
For the State: 
For Sun Surety Insurance: 
DAVID WALCH 
District Attorney's Office 
2001 South State Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84190 
Telephone: {801)468-3300 
DAVID COOK 
211 East 300 South 
Suite 216 
Salt Lake CJty, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801)364-2009 
Transcribed by: Beverly Lowe RPR/CSR/CCT 
1771 SOUTH CALIFORNIA AVENUE 
PROVO, UTAH 84 606 
TELEPHONE: (801)377-0027 
u-£ILED 
Utah Court of Appeals 
MAR 0 6 2002 
Paillette Slang 
Cleric of the Court 
J00/O90GC4 
-2-
1 P R O C E E D I N G S 
2 (Electronically recorded on October 1, 2001) 
3 MR. COOK: Your Honor, David Cook appearing on behalf 
4 of Sun Surety on the first matter of the calendar. 
5 MR. WALCH: David Walch for the State on that, Judge. 
6 THE COURT: Okay. 
7 MR. COOK: Your Honor, in this matter I've submitted a 
8 motion for order to set aside default judgment and to exonerate 
9 a bond. Alternatively, motion for extension of time to appeal. 
10 Again, I am the attorney for the surety, not for the plaintiffs 
11 in this matter. I would make that correction on the record. 
12 The matter here concerns forfeiture of bond, and it is 
13 our position, just to summarize, that a notice was never mailed 
14 to the surety, who is Sun Surety, out of South Dakota. Their 
15 name and address was listed plainly on both the bond and the 
16 power of attorney, which is on file with the Court. 
17 The notice instead went to an agent which has a 
18 limited power of attorney to simply post the bond, not to 
19 receive notice. The plain language of the statute requires 
20 that notice be sent to the surety and not to the agent. This 
21 was not done on this case. 
22 THE COURT: Well, but the agent is acting on behalf 
23 of the surety. Therefore, the surety should receive notice 
24 vis-a-vis the agent, correct? 
25 MR. COOK: Not so, your Honor, because of the limited 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
power of attorney on which the bond was --
THE 
rely on that 
agent of the 
that right? 
MR. 
notice, and 
was sent to 
COURT: 
. That 
— of 
WALCH: 
I don't 
that aq 
the agent just sat 
unfortunate, 
THE 
MR. 
Ye 
's 
Sun 
It 
th 
fent 
on 
but that 
COURT: 
COOK: 
I 
All 
ah, but we don't know 
not our problem. He' s 
Surety. That's what 
-3-
that. We don't 
> acting as 
we rely on 
is, Judge, and that's where we . 
ink there's any dispute that the 
Apparently I think 
the notice and didn' t 
isn't our problem. 
don't think it is. 
the 
; isn't 
sent the 
notice 
they believe that 
forward it 
right. Thank you, your Honor. 
That's 
THE COURT: Nice try. Motion denied. Prepare the 
order, will you, Mr. Walch? 
MR. WALCH: I will, Judge. Thank you. 
(Hearing concluded.) 
Addendum K 
Utah Code §§ 77-20b-101 & 104 
CHAPTER 20a 
BAIL FORFEITURE PROCEDURE [REPEALED] 
77-20a-l to 77-20a-6. Repealed. i998 
CHAPTER 20b 
BAIL SURETY 
Section 
77-20b-101. Entry of nonappearance — Notice to surety — 
Release of surety on failure of timely notice. 
77-20b-102. Time for bringing defendant to court. 
.77-20b-103. Defendant in custody — Notice to prosecutor. 
77-20b-104. Forfeiture of bail. 
77-20b-101. Entry of nonappearance — Notice to 
surety — Release of surety on failure of timely 
notice. 
(1) If a defendant who has posted bail fails to appear before 
the appropriate court when required and the court issues a 
bench warrant or directs that the surety be given notice of the 
nonappearance, the clerk of the court shall: 
(a) mail notice of nonappearance by certified mail, 
return receipt requested, within 30 days to the address of 
the surety who posted the bond; and 
(b) deliver a copy of the notice sent under Subsection 
(l)(a) to the prosecutor's office at the same time notice is 
sent under Subsection (l)(a). 
(2) If notice is not provided in accordance with Subsection 
(l)(a), the prosecutor may mail notice of nonappearance by 
certified mail, return receipt requested, to the address of the 
surety within seven days after the end of the 30-day period 
under Subsection (l)(a). 
(3) If notice of nonappearance is not mailed to a surety, 
other than the defendant, in accordance with Subsection (1) or 
(2), the surety is relieved of further obligation under the bond 
if: 
(a) the surety's current name and address are on the 
bail bond in the court's file; and 
(b) the surety does not otherwise have actual notice of 
the defendant's failure to appear. 1998 
77-20b-102. Time for bringing defendant to court. 
(1) If notice of nonappearance has been mailed to a surety 
under Section 77-20b-101, the surety may bring the defendant 
before the court within six months of the date of nonappear-
ance, during which time a forfeiture action on the bond may 
not be brought. 
(2) A surety may request an extension of the six-month time 
period in Subsection (1), if the surety within that time: 
(a) files a motion for extension with the court; and 
(b) mails the motion for extension and a notice of 
hearing on the motion to the prosecutor. 
(3) The court may extend the six-month time in Subsection 
(1) for not more than 60 days, if the surety has complied with 
Subsection (2) and the court finds good cause. 1998 
77-20b-103. Defendant in custody — Notice to prosecu-
tor. 
(1) If a surety is unable to bring a defendant to the court 
because the defendant is and will be in the custody of 
429 UTAH CODE OF CRI 
authorities of another jurisdiction for the duration of the 
six-month period under Section 77-20b-102, the surety shall 
notify the court and the prosecutor and provide the name, 
address, and telephone number of the custodial authority. 
(2) If the defendant is subject to extradition or other means 
by which the state can return the defendant to the court's 
custody, and the surety gives notice under Subsection (1), the 
surety's bond shall be exonerated to the extent the bond 
exceeds the reasonable, actual, or estimated costs to extradite 
and return the defendant to the court's custody, upon the 
occurrence of the earlier of: 
(a) the prosecuting attorney's lodging a detainer on the 
defendant; or 
(b) 60 days after the surety gives notice to the prosecu-
tor under Subsection (1), if the defendant remains in 
custody of the same authority during that 60-day period. 
1998 
77-20b-104. Forfeiture of bail. 
(1) If a surety fails to bring the defendant before the court 
within the time provided in Section 77-20b-102, the prosecut-
ing attorney may request the forfeiture of the bail by: 
(a) filing a motion for bail forfeiture with the court, 
supported by proof of notice to the surety of the defen-
dant's nonappearance; and 
(b) mailing a copy of the motion to the surety. 
(2) A court shall enter judgment of bail forfeiture without 
further notice if it finds by a preponderance of the evidence: 
(a) the defendant failed to appear as required; 
(b) the surety was given notice of the defendant's 
nonappearance in accordance with Section 77-20b-101; 
(c) the surety failed to bring the defendant to the court 
within the six-month period under Section 77-20b-102; 
and 
(d) the prosecutor has complied with the notice require-
ments under Subsection (1). 
(3) If the surety shows by a preponderance of the evidence 
that it has failed to bring the defendant before the court 
because the defendant is deceased through no act of the 
surety, the court may not enter judgment of bail forfeiture. 
(4) The amount of bail forfeited is the face amount of the 
bail bond, but if the defendant is in the custody of another 
jurisdiction and the state extradites or intends to extradite the 
defendant, the court may reduce the amount forfeited to the 
actual or estimated costs of returning the defendant to the 
court's jurisdiction. A judgment under this Subsection (4) 
shall: 
(a) identify the surety against whom judgment is 
granted; 
(b) specify the amount of bail forfeited; 
(c) grant the forfeited bail to the prosecuting entity; 
and 
(d) be docketed by the clerk of the court in the civil 
judgment docket. 
(5) A prosecutor may immediately commence collection 
proceedings to execute a judgment of bond forfeiture against 
the property of the surety. 1998 
